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CHAPTER ONE

,1
1

THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Art teachers have the responsibility to educate
students in
art, and it is assured that they have teaching objectives
in terms of
student behavior toward which they strive.

•1

While trying to accomplish

the objectives, teachers are concerned with problems of
learning,
subject matter, instructional materials, organization for
instruction,
and instructional method.

Gage commented that each of these :as

important, but he suggested that perhaps instructio
nal method was
the closest of these to the heart of teaching.1

Before giving

instruction, the art teacher must make a decision
as to what method
he ought to use to best accomplish the educational
objectives.

The

question confronts him, "Is teacher behavior durin
g instruction related
to subsequent student performance?"

Unless he is contented to teach in

a haphazard manner, the art educator must know what
difference the use
of a particular instructional method will make.

For a dependable

answer to his question he needs some empirical substantia
tion to
indicate to him whether a certain teacher behavior durin
g instruction
will be likely to aid in achieving the educational objec
tives to a
greater degree than will soll,e other teacher behavior.
1 This

was discussed by N. L. Gage in "Analytical Appro
ach to
Research on Instructional Methods," Phi Delta Kappe
n, XL1X, (June,
1968), pp. 601-6.
—
1

,

Sy

tat. vnt of the Problem
In order to gain sane evidence as to what difference the
• of soum particular instructional methods would make. an experiment
was carried out.

The experirent reported in this study is an example

of a small investigation which an in-service art teacher can make.
along with his regular teaching.

It corpared the effects of tao

instructional methods or to different teacher behaviors, on the
students, in teaching drawing.

Two classes of students were taught

drawing by the same instructor who deliberately modified the degree of
"directiveness" used in his teaching.

In the "directed" group the

teacher o-.ployed a strict instructor-controlled dictaticn-dertration
method.

In the "non-directed" or "permissive" group, the teacher

allowed students to co - pletely control their own procedures after the
assignment and materials were given.
Need for
_ the Study
At the time the study was made art teachers had little reliable
information available to answer the question as to what instructiona
l
method was most appropriate.

There was a paucity of reports of

research about the effects of teacher behavior during instruction.
But, the researcher thought that a competent art teacher, trained in
research methods and design, could aid in investigation to find
reliable answers to questions about instructional mi?thods.

In his

classroom the art teacher is in an advanteous position to examine
the teaching role and its relation to student hchavior.

lhe researcher

believed that the art teacher, as a professional, must accept
responsibility for examining both his objectives in teaching and his

methods of achieving the.. in order to be fairly sure of the probable
effects of his teaching.

Another responsibility was to exchange

findings with other professional art educators and to add to a growing
body of accessible, substantiated knowledge about art education.
There was the responsibility, too, to be acquainted with and to use
principles gained through research to improve art education.

It was

the researcher's hope that this study could provide information that
would be useful to art teachers.
Underlyiu Questions
The basic purpose of the study was to investigate the
i-elationship of the teacher's instructional method to three vital
areas in teaching drawing: (1) artistic quality of the drawings,
(2) eark pattern displayed by the students while drawing, and
(3) interest level and satisfaction of the students.

Answers were

sought for questions in the three areas:
1.

Artistic quality of the drawings
a.

Were student's drawings more structurally pleasing

after the teacher used the directed or the permissive instructional
method?
b.

Did students ir,e more uniqueness in drawing after they

had been directed or after permissive instruction?
2.

Work pattern displayed by the students
a.

Did fewer students hesitate before beginning to draw

and stop less often after being instructed by the directed method or
by the permissive method?

4
3.

Interest level and satisfaction of the students
a.

draw

Did more students ewess interest or °Iwilltngness
to

after they had been treated by

.rected or by permissive

instruction?
b.

Were more students satisfied with the process of making

the drawing after the teacher gave directed instruction or
after
permissive instruction?
c.

Were more students satisfied with their drawings afte
r

being subjected to directed or to permissive
instructional treatment?
Delimitations of the StuAt
1.

The study was limited to twenty-one students enro
lled in

two art classes in an urban Kentucky high scho
ol.
2.

The findings of this study are applicable only
to students

taking General Art I at Bowling Green High
School during the 1970-71
school term.
3.

The problem was limited to drawing front-view
head -and -

shoulder portraits of the prised model using
12-inch by 18-inch white
drawing paper and 8-color wax crayons.
4.

Only two instructional methods were used, the
directed

method and the permissive method.
5.
two groups.

The experiment was performed in four sessions
for each of
The first session was a pre-test; the second
and third

sessions were the treatr-mt sessions; and the
fourth session was the
T
i ost-test.
6.

Data were obtained from evaluation of the draw
ings,

observation of the subjects while drawing,
and a questionnaire

completed by the subj-cts.

The experimental teacher was observed for

control purposes.

Limitations of the !ly
This study is limited by the following factors:
1.

As many experimental variables as possible were controlled

by the investigator.

However, certain environmental factors which may

have affected the subjects' responses, such as fatigue, emotio
nal
stability, state of health, and mental attitude were impossible
to
control completely.
2.

A sti.:.dardized instrument appropriate for use in measuring

the artistic quality of the drawings in the study could not
be located.
Therefore, two instruments were devised, validated, and used for
r,easuring pleasing structure and uniqueness, two aspects of artist
ic
quality.
3.

The scope of the drawing problem and the media employed

were deliberately limited so that any difference in the artist
ic
quality of the drawings, the work pattern of the students,
and
expressed feelings of interest and satisfaction of the studen
ts could
be attributed to the effect of instructional method.
4.

The study was conducted using only twenty-one subjects.

However, this was one-third of all of the students taking General
Art I in the high school at the time of the study.
Assumptions of the Study
This study is based on the following assumptions:
1.

To applications of the instructional treat7,ent were

sufficient to cause a difference, if there was a difference.

6
7.

Uniqueness, pleasing structure, intereSt, satisfaction,

hesitation, stoPping, teacher image, and adherence to method could be
measured.
3.

Differences were caused by the experimental varidbles and

not by unknown r
4.

Students were nct copying from another student's drawing.

5.

The measuring instruments were valid.

6.

The teacher, judges, and observers were proficient to

perform their functions.
Definitions of Terms
1.

Artistic quality.--An attribute of a drawing when it was

structurally pleasing and was characterized by uniqueness.
2.

Average or better quality.--A designation denoting good

or excellent rating as compared to drawings of high-school students
in general.
3.

Balance.--A state of equilibrium existing when colors,

values, and other elements were arranged equally in a drawing.

In

this study, balance was a quality adding to the pleasing structure of
a drawing.
4.

rginning hesitancy.--A t r

ldpse after the subject was

told to begin drawing until he began to draw.
5.

Below average quality.--A desionation denoting poor or

;

fail rg rating of drawings of high-school students in general.
6.

Contrast.--A condition achievod by juxtaposing elemental

extremes in the composition, for example, light areas against dark
areas, plain areas against patterned areas, highly intense colors

.

• •

•
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against low intensity colors, smell size agai
nst large size, warm
color against cool color.

Contrast as used in this study contributed

to the pleasing structure of a drawing.
7.

Directed method.--A teaching method in which
the teacher

explained and demonstrated a step-by-step
method showing the students
exactly how to make the drawing. The stude
nts were instructed to
draw as the teacher did, but if the stude
nts deviated, the tedcher
did not reprimand nor punish them.
8.

Emphasis.--A quality present in a drawing when
there was

a center of interest to which the eye retur
ned.

Emphasis increased

the artistic quality of the drawing.
9.

Experimental teacher.--The teacher who condu
cted all of

the sessions of the experiment for the
study.

His function was to

teach front-view portrait drawing and adher
e to the prescribed
instructional methods.
10.

Interest.--The willingness of the student
to draw.

11. !4otivation.--An internal state of
tension, desire, or
need which induced the individual student
to draw.
12.

Non -directed method.--An instructional metho
d in which

the teacher did not direct the students.

Each student was permitted

to devise his own method of drawing.
13.

Observing teacher.--A teacher present durin
g all sessions
of the experiment to rate the experimental
teacher's classroom
appearance, performance, and attitude, and
to note any deviation
frc.. prescribed method of instruction.
14.

Permissive method.--A teaching method in which
the teacher

did not explain, present, demonstrate,
nor imply how to draw the

picture or any part of it.

He told the students to draw what they

sew. Permissive method is synonymous with non -dire
cted method.
15. Pleasing structure.--An attainment in
the composition of
the drawing when
lor, line, shape, value, and texture were u!.d so
as to achieve emphasis, balance, repetition,
variety, and unity.
a drawing would give esthetic satisfaction to
the viewer.
16. Repetition.--A condition present when the
same lines,
shapes, values, intensities, colors, or proportion
s appear more than
once in a drawing composition and thus contribute
to the pleasing
structure of a drawing.
17. Satisfaction.--The degree of contentment, gratificat
ion,
or pleasure of which the subject was aware in
respect to his drawing
or the process of drawing it.
18.
frequently.

Uniqueness.--A quality of being unusual or occurring

iii-

It was an aspect of creativity which used already exist
jr.

materials and knowledge and made a statement in which
some element was
new. In this study a detai ; which appeared three
times or less in all
of the drawings made in one session by one group
was considered unique.
19. Unity.--A quality present when the parts
of the drawing
composition had cohesion because some lines inter
sected, shapes
overlapped, lines and edges appeared and disap
peared, and all parts
added to a central purpose. The presence of unity
in the drawing
increased the structural pleasurableness of the
drawing.
20.

Variety.--A condition e:'.isting when there were sere

differences of size, value, color, intensity, thick
ness, proportion,
and shape in a drawing composition.

Variety in the elements of the

drawing contributed to its pleasing structure.

9
Stoma
It was indicated in this chapter that a study dealing with
the relationship of instructional method, or teacher behav
ior, to
student behavior was needed. A classroom experiment
was designed
to compare the effect of two opposite methods of teach
ing drawing in
high school. Delimitations of the study were formu
lated, limitations
and assumptions were listed, and terms defined.

CHAPTEP To
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
Many articles in journals for art educators were descriptive
of art media and techniques; however, substantiated reports of research
about effects of instructional method in teaching drawing appeared
to
be non-existent.

Beli, fs were expressed favoring one or the other

met,od of instruction, but such writings did not support these belief
s
erpirically.

nccasionally, confusion was adlitted about instructional

nethod.1 but opinions seer-ed to polarize around two opposite metho
d
of instruction:

the directed method2 and the permissive method.3

1

Hiram Williams, "On Teaching Art," Art Education, XXI,
("lay, 1968), p. 6.
2
The directed method was supported by J. Galen Saylor and
William M. Alexander in Curriculum Plannim for Modern
Schools,
(New York: rolt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1966), p. 220;
Elliot W. Eisner in "Evaluating Children's Art," in Peading5
in
Art Education, ed. by Elliot W. Eisner and David W. Ecker
(t,!altli-a-M,14as-s.: Blaisdell Publishing Co., 1966), pp. 353-4;
and Manual Barkan in "Transitions in Art Education: Changing
Conceptions of Curriculum Content and Teaching Art," Art Educat
ion,
XV, (October, lc.2), p. 421.
3T he permissive method was supported by Jerore S. 7runer
in On. Knowing_, (Cambridce,
Harvard !Iniversity Press,
1962)
- , p. 82; Harry S. Eroudy in "The Case for P.Tt Edrcation."
Art Education., XIII, (January, 1960), p. 8; Albert P. Feck
in
"Loss of Reason and a Lack of Structure," School Arts.
, LIX,
(October, 1969), pp. 24-5; and Blanche Jefferson in
lei.cliinq
Art to Children, (Doston, rass.: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1965),
p. 51.
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investigation in the field of art education was
slow in
starting. As late as 19S8 artists and art
teachers distrusted
4
researchers and considered research to be
"anti-art."
But, soon
after that, sone art educators began using appro
priate research tools
and stringent design to investigate the creat
or and his product.
During the following decade interest in resea
rch about art education
increased. Barkan summarized the attit
ude of leading art educators
when he stressed the need for systematic rese
arch, development, and
trial of curricula for 2rt instruction. He
stated that problems
about concepts and methods were being exami
ned and defined with
increasing clarity.5 Empirical studies had been
made in areas
related to instructional method in teaching
art. In such studies
the
objective was to investigate something other
than methods,
but in their investigations, these studies
suggested some principles
about the effect of instructional method. There
was reason to expect
new knowledge to be gathered through exper
imentation in the area of
methods in teaching art.

The Studies
Historically, research about teaching was almos
t as old as
s research on learning; it began in the 1910'
s and has continued.
However, solid usable results from teachinc
did not keep up with
results of research about learning. Gage comme
nted that the study
41.ttitudes toward research were reviewed by
Jerome J.
Hausman, revie:r, in "From Daibts to Ineui
ry," Review of
Educational Research, XXVIII, 1:o. 2 (19), pp.
169-0.
5
Manuel Barki:n, co-editor, "Editorial," Studi
es in Art
Education, IX, (Spring, 19EX), p. 1.
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of learning was well established with many findi
ngs that filled
volumes of substantial literature.

But, during the sere period the

research on teaching yielded many findings that
were inconclusive.
He said that there was a problem about
use of appropriate and
measurable criteria whereby teaching abili
ty could be measured.
This problem about use of criteria led to a larye
number of studies
being rejected because there were no clear conclusion 6
s.
Because the criterion approach proved sterile, resea
rchers in
teaching followed the approach used by researcher
s in chemistry,
physics, and biology and were able to make progr
ess through finer
analysis of phenomena.
eft, .iveness."7

Gage usea the phrase, "micro-criteria of

This pointed attention to small, specifically

defined aspects of the teachine role.

The importance of using

Gage's micro -criteria concept was that an attem
pt was made to
analyze teaching into limited, well-defined compo
nents that could
be taught, practiced, evaluated, predicted, contr
olled, and understood,
rather than to analyze teaching as a whole, using
broad or vague
criteria and allowing for many unknown influ
encing variables.

When

focusing analysis on clearly delimited areas
of technical skill in
teaching, relevant independent variables could
be measured or
manipulated to conduct experiments.

Relevant dependent variables

could be analyzed and measured.
Gage cited an exaple of technical skills analy
sis used in a
study focusing on "explairing" or the skill of engen
dering
6

Wa

N. L. Gage, ed., "Paradigms for Research of
Teaching,"
Handbook of Research on Teaching, (Chicago: Rand
, McNally, 1963),
pp. 94-141.
7
Ibid., 120.

13
comorehension, usually orally, verba
lly. or extemporaneously, of some
process, concept, or generalization. "Explainin
g" appeared to be the
inner essence of instruction.

4

Gage's concepts of micro-criteria arid technical
skills
analysis seemed applicable for use in designing an
experiment for
investigation of instructional methods in teaching
drawing. The
directed method could be considered a visual way
of explaining to
engender comprehension of a workable method of
drawing. Gage
experimented with a small area of the effectiven
ess of explaining.
The art researcher could, by limiting the drawi
ng concept and media,
experiment with a small art.a of method of teaching
drawing. He
could manipulate the independent variable, instructio
nal method,
and reasure the effect on such dependent varia
bles as artistic
quality of the drawing, work pattern of the stude
nt, and expressed
satisfaction of the student.
Further search of the literature yielded no repor
ts of
research in which the primary purpose was
to compare the effects,
on the students, of the directed instructional
method as compared
to another method. However, reports of seven studi
es made during
the decade 1960-1970 were found. These studies were
concerned with
specifically defined areas of the teaching role.

In each of

the studies there was reported a finding or findi
ngs which suggested
an effect of instructional method on the students.
The relevant
findings of the studies follow:

Cage, "An Analytical Approach," 603.

A.'•

•
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Brittain reported a study made at the New York
State College
of Home Economics of Cornell University.

He found that adolescent

youngsters demonstrated enthuiiasm and excitement
for art. Their
need for artistic guidance and encouragement
was indicated.
the lack of studies about junior-high art.9

He noted

A study of an experimental summer art class and
a survey of
550 junior-high school students was made at the
New York State
Colleue of Human Ecology of Cornell University
.

It found that

youngsters can teach themselves many intellectual skill
s.
and unstructured classroom facilitated this proce
ss.

A free

Art teachers

could best foster creativity by encouraging inter
action of students
in an i':formal setting.1°
Robert Clerrents -eported that he experimented with
the
relation of motivation and satisfaction, the
increase and decrease
of motivation, the good and poor students, the ease
in solving
problems, and the original ideas.

He found that students were more

motivated but less satisfied by problers which were
largely their
own ideas.11
Paul E. Torrance and the staff at the Burea
u of Educational
Research at the University o' r,innesota found
that teachers with
creative attitudes and motivations got significan
t gains in
9 . Lambert Brittain, "An Exploratory Investigat
ien of
Early Adolescent Expression in Art," Studies
in Art Education, IX,
(Yinter, 1268), pp. 5-12.
10
New York State College of Human Ecoloey, Cornell
University, The College of. human Ecology (a broch
ure, 1970), p. 28.
11 Robert Clerents, "Research in the Classroom,
" Art
Education, XIX, (Noveer, 1966), p. 24.

IS
creativity exhibited by children.

Also, if the school principal did

not support creative teaching, the teacher was inhibited.

And,

greater fluency, flexibility, and originality resulted from
cor:petition in grades 1-6.12
In other studies concerning creative thinking, Torranco made
some findings related specifically to the effects of the direct
ed
method of teaching.

He listed nineteen observable student behaviors

indicative that creative learning was taking place.

Examination of

the list showed that in at least seven of the behaviors the

udent

had gone beyond the direction of the teacher and was directing
himself.

when he was directing himself, it could be considered the
permissive instructional method.13
A survey of students' perception of conditions provided by
the teacher to aid creativity led Paul Edmonston at Pennsylvania
State University to conclude that the teacher and his behavior was
the most important factor in the educational environment.

Creativity

was hindered by expectation of identical responses from all studen
ts,
imposition of a technic,ue on the students, and demonstration of
step-by-step techniques.

Creativity was aided by emphasis on

creative process rather than on final product, no penalties
made
for mistakes, and encouragement of experimentation.

Creative

teachers were characterized by having the capacity to point
out
relationships, to explain and demonstrate processes clearly, acid
12
Paul E. Torrance, "Identifyino the Creatively Gifted
Prong Disadvantaged Children," The Education Dioest, XXX, (March
,
1965), pp. 8-11.
13
Ibid., 11.

16
to view learning as a continuous process.

Edronston's survey, made

on a group of art education undergraduates,
may not he applicable on
secondary level."
In t nerimenting with teaching methods. Kenneth
Feittel at
Pennsylvania State University found that highly
spontaneous students
resisted attempts to set goals for then and did
their hest work
independent of group instructIon.15
Harlan Hoffa of Boston University studied the teac
hing role
in art education and found that teaching was
a role-play;ng activity.
The teacher played sub-roles which enriched
the role of teacher.
To simply and directly ask students to be crea
tive improved
creativity; the students played the creative role 16
.
Summary

,

The search of the literature revealed no repo
rted research in
which the primary objective was to compare the
effects, on highschool students, of two teaching methods, name
ly, the directed method
as compared to the permissive method. in draw
ing in art class.
A report of the use of micro-criteria to
study small
specifically defined aspects of the teaching
role was helpful in
planning the experiment to compare the effe
ct of two teaching methods.
V

'
11

14,
reul Edmonston, "Conditions Which Enhance or
Inhibit
Creative Thinking and Learning," Eastern
Arts Association Quarterly.
,
XIX, (April, 1962), p. 21.
15
Kenneth R. Reittel, "Construction and Reconstructi
on of
Teaching ;.'ethods Throueh Experirental Research
," The Eastern Arts
Association Quarterly, XIX, (April, 1962), pp.
48-55.
16
Harlan Hofia, "Research Pertainin9 to the Teac
hing Role
and Its Significance to Art Education,"
The Eastern Arts Association
Quarterly, XIX, (April, 1962), pp. 5-8.
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Some studies sugges:ed that student motivati
on was increased
by the permissive method of instruct
ion, but that student satisfaction
with his product was increased by
directed inst action. Creativity
of students was implerented by cert
ain attitudes and behaviors of t‘.e
teacher, and evidences of creative lear
ning on the part of students
could be recognized by the teacher.

CHAPTER THREE
THE EXPERIMENT
Sub ects
The subjects wpre part of a student body of a new high
school
of approximately 1600 students including grades nine, ten,
eleven,
and twelve.

The high school was located in a city of

40,000 population in western Kentucky.1
Art I were offered in the school.

pproximately

Five classes in General

Each of the five classes was

composed of a heterogeneous grouping of ninth, tenth
, eleventh, and
twelfth grade students not segregated on ability or
grade level.
The students were studying General Art I as an elective
subject.
Two of the five classes were chosen to participat
e in the experiment
because they net in the morning of the same day each
week. The
first-period class, designated as Group B in the
study, was composed
of sixteen students; the third -period class, designated
as Group A,
was composed of twelve students. Five students of
the first-period
class and one student of the third-period class were
dropped from
the study because they were not present for all four
sessions.

This

resulted in N-11 in Group A and N=10 in Group R.
The permission and support of the high-school princ
ipal and
regular art teacher were secured.

The experi7ent was scheduled for

1Bowling Green High School, Bowling Green, Kentucky,
occupied
new location and huildinys in SeptenLc.r, 1970.
18

19
and perforved in November. at the rate
of one period each week for
each of the two groups for four cons
ecutive weeks.? The regular art
classrm
d the regular art class period of fift
y minutes were used
for each session of the experirent.
The subjects were not informed
that they were participating in an expe
riment.
Personnel
There were two teachers present for
each session. The
3
regular art teacher was there as a
representative of high-school
authority and as en cbserver of t'
experimental teacher's classroom behavior and adherence to the
prescribed method of instruction.
The teguler teacher was qualified
by education and teaching
experience to be a competent observer
. The experimental teacher4
prepared and executed the prescrib
ed procedures for the experiment.
She was qualified by education and
experience to function in this
capacity. She was introduced to the
subjects as a visiting teacher.
Three additional observers were pres
ent in each group during
the post-test session. These observer
s were high-school students
selected by the regular art teacher
because they were available and
were considered to be competent to
perform as observers. The
experimental teacher instructed them
in their duties, gave them the
necessary notation forms, and stat
ioned them to observe, at the
beginning of the post-test session
in each group. Each observer was
2
November 4, 11, 13, and 23, 1970.
3
!Irs. Bettie Anderson.
4
Mrs. Olive A. Wittman.
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ttponsible to observe subjects assigned to
him while the subjects
were drawing. Al) subjects were observed.
Six judges evaluated drawings.

The judges were selected

because they were professional artist-teachers
and well qualified to
judge drawings. Three of the judges validated
two measuring
imtruments.

The two measuring instruments had been dc igned
to

control the judges in the use of uniform criteria
for evaluating the
drawings. In the validation procedure each judge
used the instruments
to judge the same set of twelve drawings. Sugge
stions of the
validating judges were used to improve the measu
ring instruments.
The three other jAges evaluated the drawings made
by the two
groups in the pre-test and post-test.6 They
used the validated
instruments.

Experimental Design
Twenty-one high-school students in two classes study
ing
General Art I participated in the experiment
.

An experimental teacher

taught front-view portrait drawing to the two
groups on the same
morning each week for four weeks. In each grou
p, the first session
was the pre-test session and the fourth session
was the post-test
session.

In the second and third sessions, Group A was subje
cted to
directed instruction and Group B was treated by
the permissive method.
The drawings made in the first session were judge
d for
pleasing structure and uniqueness of the drawi
ngs to ascertain if
r.William Green, Mr. John W. Oakes, and rr.
William C.

War.
'

G
Sevigny.

Mr. Len A. Fernandez, Mr. Varry W. !‘liller,
and Mr. Maurice
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one group was approximately equal to the other
in ability to draw
portrai . at the beginning of the experiment.
The drawings made in the fourth session were
Judged on the
t

is of pleas.ng structure and uniqueness of the
drawing to find out
if there was any difference in the artis
tic quality of the drawings
produced by the two groups after experiencing two appli
cations of
the controlled instructional methods.
All subjects were observed while drawing in
the fourth session
and pertinent information about hesitancy and
stopping was noted.
At the end of V..e fourth sessiGn a short quest
ionnaire was
administered to the subjects to get an indication
of the subjects'
feelings as to their interest level or "willingne
ss to draw,"
satisfaction during drawing, and satisfaction with
their drawings,
to find if there was any difference between the
groups.
An observing teacher was present in all sessi
ons for control
of the experimental teacher's behavior and adher
ence to prescribed
method.
Sessions were fifty-minute periods in the same
room.
The drawing problem was the same for each group
in all
sessions.

It consisted in the drawing of a front-view head-and-

shoulder portrait of a posed model, using 12-inch by
18-inch white
drawing paper and 8-color wax crayon sets.
The drawing problem was chosen for the following reaso
ns:
1.

It was part of the reoular hich-school art curri
culum.

2.

It was considered to he interesting enough to the
students

so that four sessions of the same problem would
not bore them.
40
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3.

The experimental teacher was familiar
with a method for
drawing this problem.
4.

The length of the regular class period
was sufficient for

completing the drawing in one session.
5. The materials used were familiar to the
subjects and
could be easily precured, distributed, and
cleaned up.
6.

It was hoped that, by limiting the scope
of the erawing

and the media, the effects of instruct
ional method would be obvious.
Examples of portraits made by other arti
sts were shown after
the experiment so as not to cause bias.
Data to be Collected
In order to collect data applicable to
the underlying
questions of the study (see questions,
pp. 3-4), the following
comparisons were made:
1.

A comparison the pleasing structure and
uniqueness

present in the pre-test drawings of Grou
p A as compared to those of
Group B, to ascertain if the two grou
ps were equal at the beginning.
2.

A comparison of the pleasing structur
e and uniqueness

present in the post-test drawings of
Group A as compared to those of
Croup B, to find any difference between
the groups after differing
instructional treatment.
3.

A comparison of the beginning hesitancy
and later stopping

displayed by one group as compared to
the other group, to show work pattern in the post-test.
4.

A comparison of int rest levels c).cressed
by individuals

of the two groups in the post-test.
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S. A cov;.arison of the satisfaction feelings of individuals
in the two groups with their drawing node in the post-test.
6.

A corz.arison between the groups of the individuals'

feelings of satis`action with the post-test process of drawing.
7.

A comparison of teacher behavior in Group A and in

Group B. for purpose of control.
Session Procedures
Session 1
Session I was the pre-test session.
were used for bot groups.

The following procedures

The teacher did not explain, demonstrate,

nor show how to draw. (The teacher's script used in Session 1 is
Appendix A.)
1.

Cneck attendance (3 minutes)

2.

:ntroduce visiting teacher (1 minute)

3.

Eistribute materials (3 minutes)

4.
5.

tivational discussion (6 minutes)
1ace model (1 minute)

6.

".;..zneral directions (1 minute)

7.

=-aw (30 minutes)

2.

T2:1leet and clean up (5 minutes)
Sessions 2 and 3

Tr, Sc:: 2 and 3, Group A experienced the directed method
of instruction a-:
procedures
C, and B.)

B had permissive instruction.

The teaching

(ror teaching script see Tppendices 6,
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I. Check attendance (3 minutes)
2.

Distribute materials (3 minutes)

3. Place model (1 minute)
4.

Motivational discussion (2 minutes)

5. General directions (1 minute)
6.

Draw (35 minutes)

7. Collect and clean up (5 minutes)
Session 4
In Session 4, the post-test session, the procedures for
both
groups were the same. The teacher did not show how to
draw. (See
Appendix E for teacher's script.)
1.

Check attendance; instruct and station

student observers (3 minutes)
2.

Distribute materials (2 rinutes)

3.

Make name cards (2 minutes)

4. Place model (1 minute)
5.

Motivational discussion (1 minute)

6.

General directions (1 minute)

7.

Draw (29 minutes)

8.

Complete questionnaire (3 minutes)

9.

Collect and clean up (3 minutes)

10.

Show portrait examples (4 minutes)

11.

Parting words (1 minute)
Data-Collectia Instruments

A search for standardized art tests which could be
used in
the experiment revealed that there were few standardized art
tests.

1S
Art tests were of two kinds: (1) tests of artistic appreciation and
(2) tests of creative artistic ability.

Tests of art appreciation

as. i the subjects to choise between two or more variants of the
same object.

One variant was preferred by the rajority of a group

of art experts.

In the graphic arts, appreciation did not require

productive skills, so tests of art appreciation had a broader
application than had tests of production. Productive skills were
more dependent upon specific training than was appreciation.
In the study it was necessary to measure productive or
creative artistic ability.

Were the two groups equal in creative

artistic ability to draw front-view portraits at the beginning of
the experiment?

How did the products of the creative artistic

ability of the two groups compare after differing instructional
treatment?
Examination of descriptions of art tests of creative
artistic ability yielded information as to the contents of only two
tests designed for high-school level students.7
lengthy and difficult to score.

The tests were

It was thought that for purpose

of conducting the entire experiment in only four regular class
41..t0

periods for each of the two groups, and for using normal classroom
situations, that these tests were not suitable for the experiment.
It was decided that the

use cf simple rating criteria, based on

art elements and principles and applied by a jury of artist-teachers,
7
lhe Lowerenz Test in Fundamental Abilities_ in Vista) .1.rt. was
nine tests
three
each part took thirty-five minutes to
administer. The Knauber Art Ability Test required three hours to
administer; it consisted of seventeen sub-tests or problems; it was
difficult to 7.core.
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would be devised for use in the experire
nt.

Therefore. the Chart for

Judging PleWn9 Strusture and the
Check Chart for Identifying
Unigpeness_ were designed.

Both instruments were validated by three

artist-teachers who .sed them to judge the same
set of twelve
drawings. Si,. jestions of the judges were
used to Iry ve the
instrurerts which were subsequently used in
the experiment.
Descriptions of the instruments and scoring
procedures follow.
The Chart for Judgiu Pleasing Structur
e (see Appendix F)
was used by each of three judges working
alone to evaluate the
drawings made in the pre-test and in the
post-test of both groups.
The chart contained directions for its use.
In order to have
uniformity of criteria in judging, the char
t listed six art
principles on which each drawing was judged
and rated "below
averaae" or "average or better." If the
total "average or better"
checks for a picture was three or more, the
picture was evaluated
"average or better" by that judge. The pict
ure evaluations by the
three judges were averaged for each picture
to get the composite
evaluation of the picture. Thus, when two
or three judges rated a
picture as "average or better" on three or
more of the criteria
art principles, the picture' was judged "ave
rage or better" for the
experiment.
Pictures by Group A were displayed together
and pictures by
Group B were displayed together for judging.

Each judge worked alone.

He used one chart for Group A and one char
t for Group B in the pretest and a separate chart for each of the grou
ps in the post-test.
About one-half minute was required to judge
each drawing.
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The Check Chart for Identify_tm Untgyeness (see Appen
dix G)
v-s used for the judges to systematically recor
d the location of
unioLe details, styles, or techniques discerned on
the drawinns.
Directions were printed on the chart. Each judge
worked alone using
one check chart for each group for the pre-test
and one check chart
for each group in the post-te...L. The chart
listed art elements
horizontally and parts of the portrait drawing verti
cally. Each
picture had an identifying number.

When a judge found something

unique in a drawing he put the identifying number
of that picture
in the appropriate box on the chart. The total
nurber of unique
details identified by the three judges were avera
ged for each group
of pictures.
Three additional data-collecting instruments were
designed
for and used in the experiment.

A description of them and their

purpose follows.
The Record of Time When Subject Is Not ActivelI
Drawino (see
Appendix H) was used during the post-test sessi
on by each of the
observers of the subjects while drawing. The
name of each subject
was written on a card in front of the subject.
From the card the
obr.irver wrote the names of the subjects assig
ned to him on his
chart. The observer was instructed previously by
the experimental
teacher. The observer filled in the appropriat
e spaces on the chart
by observing the subjects and the large wall clock
which had a
second-hand. Beoinning hesitancies, later steps,
and minutes lost
were noted for each subject. The percentage of each
croup who
hesitated and stopped and the average nuer of
minutes thus lost
in each group were co7rared.

The Questionnaire (tee Appendix 1) was distr
ibuted at the
end of the drawing time in the post-test session.

The subjects were

instructed to answer three questions by encircling a

tter to the

left of one of five answers listed after each question.

The

percentages of the number of respondents selecting each
answer were
compared.

Control of Experimental Teacher
The Check Sheet for Observing the Experimental
Teacher's
Behavior (see Appendix J) was used in each session by
the observing
teacher to rate the teacher imac:e projected by the exper
imental
teacher during each session.
use.

The chart contained directions for

There were six teacher characteristics listed vertically
.

The ratings of 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 were placed horizontal
ly at the top of
the columns.

A rating of "4" was the best rating.

At the end of

each session the observer placed a check for each of
the
characteristics in the appropriate rating column.

To score the

chart, the checks in each column were totaled and
multiplied by
the rating for the column.

The totals of all the columns were added

and the sum divided by six to get the teacher image
score for the
session.
The "Instructional ,
1 ethod" section at the bottom of the
sheet provided a place for the observer to recor speci
d
fic instances
for te use of the directed or the permissive method.

Notations

were later scrutinized to find any inappropriate use
cf method.
The tabulation of the teacher im3ge scores and notat
icn of
u!.e of method resulted in the data shown in Table
1.
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TABLE I
OBSERVED EXPERIMENTAL TEACHER BLHAvION
Teacher Image Score

Period
Observed

Directed
Group

•

Session
Session
Session
Session
Average

1
2
3
4

3.33
3.33
3.33
3.50
3.37

Permissive
Group
3.67
3.33
3.00*
3.50
3.37

*Experimental teacher answered one
question using inapnropriate method.
Table 1 showed the rating of the experime
ntal teacher on six
criteria of teacher characteristics.
He had an average rating score
in each group of 3.37 of a possible 4.00
. The observer noted one
instance in which the experimental teac
her used the inappropriate
method. These results indicated that
the teacher image and the use
of prescribed method was approximately cons
tant for the experiment.
Any difference between the croups afte
r treatment by differing
instructional methods could not be cred
ited to variation in the
teacher image or to use of inappropriate
method,
Survary_
A carefully controlled experiment was
performed in four
sessions in which twenty-one hiqh-school stud
ents were taught to
draw portraits. Two instructional methods
were used where setting,
drawing problem, and length of art period
approximated normal
classroom conditions. The criteria to meas
ure the outcome of
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Instruction included the artistic quality of the drawings; the
observed work patterns of the subjects; and the interest level and
feeling of satisfaction with the drawings and the process of drawing
as indicated by the subjet.ts.

CHAPTER TOUR
THE DATA
The experiment yielded data in three
major areas in which
the two groups were conpared: (1) art
istic quality of the drawings,
determined by both pleasing struct
ure and uniqueness; (2) work
patterns of the students; and (3)
interest level and satisfaction
of the students. A presentation and
analysis of the data in ech
area follow.

Artistic Quality
Three judges rated the pre-test and
the post-test drawings
of both groups, using the Chart for
Judging Pleasing Structure.
Tabulations of the judging of ple
asing structure are in Appendix K.
Table 2 shows the results cf the
judging.

pr.*:

The data in Table 2 showed that
at the beginning of the
experiment the judges rated thr
ee pictures in each group, or 27.3
percent of the directed group and
30 percent of the permissive grourys
as having "average or better" ple
asing structure. Eight pictures,
or 72.7 percent of the directed gro
up's pictures, and seven, or 70
percent of the permissive group'
s pictures, were judged to be "below
average" in pleasing structure.
This indicated that the two groups
were of approximately the same abi
lity to draw front-view portraits
at the beginning of the experimen
t.
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TABLE 2

compARIsok or PLEAsim

STRUCTURE OF PRE-TEST
ANO POST-TEST DRAWINGS OF TWO GROUPS

alll•••••

Pre-Test
Picture
Rating

Directed
No.

Post-Test

Permissive
S

No.

Directed
t

No.

Permissive
%

No.

"Average
and Better"

3

27.3%

3

30.0%

6

54.6%

3

30.0%

'Below
Average"

8

72.7%

7

70.0%

5

45.4V.

7

70.0%

Total

11

10

100.0%

11

100.0%

10

100.0%

100.0

The same judges rated pictures made by each group
in the
post-test after the two groups had been treated
two times by different
instructional methods. Table 2 showed that six pictu
res or 54.6
percent of the directed group, and three pictures
or 30 percent of
the permissive group were rated "average or bette
r" by the judges in
the post-test.

This indicated that after treatment by the directed

method the number of students who drew pictures rated
"average and
better" was 100 percent greater than in the pre-test;
after treatment
by the permissive method of instruction, the number
of students who
drew pictures rated "average and better" was the same
as before
instructional treatment.
The judges used the Check Chart for Identifyin

Uniqueness to

recocd systeatically the location of details, style
s, or techniques
identified as unique because that item appeared three
times or less

44.
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in a group of drewings.

The drawings of each group were
distliared

and Judged separately for both the pre-test and
the post-test.
Tabulations of items judged unique appear in
Appendix L.

The

results of the „,udging are shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3
COMPARED PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST UNIQUENESS
OF DRAWINGS OF TWO GROUPS

Pre-Test

Unique
Items

Average
number

Post-Test

Directed

Permissive

Directed

Permissive

19.0

25.0

26.7

16.3

Table 3 showed that the average number of uniq
ue items
identified in the pre-test was nineteen for
the directed group and
twenty-five for the permissive group. This
seemed to indicate that
at the beginning the group that was to be
treated permissively was
slightly superior to the other group in
ability to draw unique
drawings. After two treatments by differen
t instructional methods,
the positions of the two groups in respect
to uniqueness of drawings
had been reversed. In the post-test the judg
es identified an average
of 26.7 unique items in the directed group's
drawings and 16.3 unique
items in the permissive group's drawings.
After instructional
treetrnt, the directed group appeared
to increase in ability to draw
uniquely, and the permissive group appeared
to decrease in this
ability.
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tOrk Patterns of the Students
Each subject was observed while drawing in
the post-test. The
observer used the Record of Tire When
Sublpct Is Not Actively Drawill
to make notations as to when 'he student appe
ared to stop working. It
was thought that the subject's attitude
of confidencf
ght be
indicated by the hesitation or stopping.
A tabulation of beginning
hesitancy and later stops is in Appendix
M. The results of the
observations of the work patterns appear
in Table 4.
TABLE 4
COMPARISON OF POST-TEST HESITANCY
AND STOPS OF TWO GROUPS
Directed

Subject's
Action

No.

Did not hesitate
Hesitated
Total
Did not
Stopped
Stopped
Stopped
Stopped
Stopped

stop
only one time
two times
three times
four times
more times
Total

Permissive
/3

No.

8
3
11

72.7%
27.3%
100.0%

6
4
10

60.0;,
1
40.0%
100.0%

2
1
0
4
0
4
11

18.2%
9.1%
0.0%
36.3%
0.0%
36.4%
100.0%

1
2
5
1
1
0
10

10.0%
20.0%
50.0%
10.0%
10.0%
0.0%
100.0%

Average time hesitated

1.3 Minutes

1.8 Minutes

Average time each stop

1.0 Minutes

1.5 Minutes

Tale 4 showed that four subjects or
40 percent of the
permissive ;1-oup, as compared to three
subjects or 27.3 percent of
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the directed group, had beginning hesitancy. Dunn) drawi
ng,
approximately the same percentage of subjects
in each group did not
stop or stopped only one time, three subjects or
77.3 percent in the
directed group and three subjects or 30 percent of
the permissive
group. Three subjects or 27.3 percent of the
directed group and
eight subjects or 80 percent of the permissive group
stopped two
times or less. Eight, or 72.7 percent, of the
directed subjects
stopped three times or more, while two permissive
subjects, or 20
percent, stopped three times or more. Average lengt
h of hesitation
time in the directed group was 1.3 minutes as
compared to 1.8 minutes
in the permissive group. Average time for
each stop was 1.0 minutes
in the directed group and 1.5 minutes in the
other group.
Data in Table 4 indicated that there was a
little more
tendency of subjects in the perAssive group
to hesitate before
beginning to draw. There was no appreciable
difference in the
proportion of subjects who, during drawing,
did not stop or stopped
only once; about one-thircOin each group did so.
rost of the
permissive group stopped two times or less; meet
of the directed
group stopped three times or more. Subjects
in the permissive group
hesitated and stopped longer, on the average,
than did those of the
directed group who hesitated or stopped.
The patterns of work for the two groups were
similar in that
approximately two-thirds of both groups began
to work immediately
after being told to do so.

The patterns were dissimilar in that

most subjects who had experienced permissive instr
uction stopped
only two or less times durine drawing, wLile most
of the directed
subjects stopped three or more times during drawing.
Another
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difference was that the average time hesitated
or stopped was longer
In the permissive than in the directed group
.
lhe differences may have suggested that subjects who
had been
permissively instructed had developed confidence and
skill in devising
their own way of drawing a portrait, and that durin
g the longer pause
they were evaluating the drawing and were planning
how to proceed
further.

On the other hand, the directed group may have been

pausing to evaluate the drawing and were t,
ying to recall the drawing
procedures previously demonstrated by the teacher.

The more frequent

stopping in the directed group may have been a
result of conditioning
to stop between drawing various parts of the portr
ait, for the teacher
had demonstrated one step at a tiro and had waite
d for all of the
group to execute each step before going on.
floe could not reasonably
make any assumptions concerning the cause of
this difference.
Interest and Satisfaction of Subjects
The Questionnaire was completed by all subjects
after the
completion of the drawings in the fourth session.

The name of the

subject did not appear on the questionnaire,
so questionnaires of
three subjects present for only one of the treat
ment sessions (see
Appendix N) could not be identitied for remov
al. Therefore, N-14
was used for the permissive group.

A tabulation of questionnaire

items appears in Appendix 0.
Table 5 indicates that approximately the same perce
ntage of
subjects in each group wanted to draw the portrait
in the fourth
session, 60 percent in the directed group and 57.1
percent in the
permissive group.

k.1it

Approximately the same percentage in both grcps
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did not want to drew the portrait, 30 percent in the directed group
and 78.5 percent in the pormissi.. group.
TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF STUDPIT INTEREST
AND SATISFACTION

Permissive

Directed

Student
Feeling

No.
Wanted to draw
Did not want to draw
Some other feeling

S

No.

%

6
3
1

60.0%
30.0%
10.0%

8
4
?

57.1%
28.6%
14.3%

10

100.0%

14

100.0%

7
1
2

70.0%
10.0%
20.0%

11
1
2

78.6%
7.1%
14.2%

10

100.0%

14

100.0%

Liked his drawing
Did not like his drawing
Some other feeling

3
5
2

30.0%
50.0%
20.0%

6
5
3

42.9%
35.7%
21.4%

Total

10

100.0%

14

100.0%

Total
Liked to draw
Did not like to draw
Some other feeling
Total

Positive feelings increased in both groups durind the process
of drawing, but increased the most in the permissive group.

The

directed group had seven subjects or 70 percent of the group, and
the permissive group had eleven subjects or 78.6 percent of the
group who indicated that they liked the process of drawing in the
fourth session.

Negative feelings decreased in both sroups during

the process of drawing.

In the directed group one person or 7.1

percent expressed feelings of dislike for the process of drawing.

Feelings about the product were more negative than Affirmativ
e
In the directed group, for five subjects or SO perce
nt did not like
their drawings and three sub: r.ts or 30 percent liked
their d

wings.

In the permissive group a slightly larger percentage of
students
liked their drawings than disliked them.

Six persons, or nearly

43 percent, indicated that they liked their drawings
while five
persons, or almost 36 percent, did nnt like their drawi
ngs.

A larger

percentage of subjects of the permissive group than
of the directed
group liked their drawings in the post-test, 42.9
percent in the
permissive group and 30 percent in the directed group
.

Dislike for

their drawings was expressed by 50 percent of the
directed group and
by 35.7 percent of the permissive group.
Summary
The data were gathered thrcugh measurements taken
in the
pre-test and post-test of two groups of subjects who
were treated by
two instructional methods. The data were expressed
in percentages
which were compared in four tables.
The two groups were about equal in ability to draw
a portrait
with pleasing structure when the experiment began
.

After the

application of different instructional treatment
the directed grnup
had improved substantially in drawing a portrait with
pleasing
structure; the permissive group remained the same
in this respect
as it was at the beginning.
The permissive group drew with considerably rore
evidence of
uniqueness than did the directed group at the beginning
of the
experiment.

After the application of the instructional
treatment,
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the directed group showed substantially mere evidence of uniqueness
in drawing portraits than did the permissive group.
The work patterns of the two groups were similar.

But,

subjects in the directed group stopped slightly more often than did
the subjects in the permissive group.

The stops in the directed

group averaged about two-thirds as long as the stops made by the
permissive group.
Interest in drawing the portrait was about the same in both
groups after instructional treatment.

More than half of the students

in each group wanted to draw; less than a third of the students in
each group did not want to draw.

pore people in the directed group

disliked their drawing than liked it.

In the permissive group the

reverse was true; more people liked their drawing than disliked it.
There was no difference in feelings about the process of drawing.
They were strongly affirmative in both groups after being treated
by differing instructional methods.
not like the process of drawing.

Few people in either group did

CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAT1CNS
Summa.nt
The problem in this study involved an inves
tigation to find
possible differences after croups of high-schoo
l students had been
subjected to different instructional methc
ds or teachina behaviors.
Two groups of high-schcol students were expos
ed to two
sessions each of differing methods of teaching
portrait drawing.

One

group of eleven students were taught by a direc
ted step-by-step
demonstrated instructional method, and the
other group of ten stv'ents
were taught by a permissive method in which no direc
tions were given
as to how to draw the posed model.
The groups were pre-tested for artistic quality
of their
drawings, as judged by a jury, before having
the instructional
treatment.

The subjects were post-tested for artistic quali
ty of

their erawines as judged by the jury; observed
for anent of heginning
hesitancy and stopping; and questioned as to desir
e to draw, satisfaction in the process, and satisfaction with
the product. The
teacher was observed for consistency of attitude
and adherence to
method.

,Ak.4

The experiment was conducted within a four-week
period with a
sessicn each week for each group during the
regular art class period
of the g.ro!,T.s rd in the -ir regular art classrce.,
1.
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In order to determine if there appeared to be any difference
between the groups before and after the instructional methods were
experienced, the data

ollected were analyzed by comparing percentages.
Conclusions

The results of the analysis of data warranted the following
They were applicable only to answering underlying

conclusions.

questions in this study about two methods of teaching General Prt 1
in an urban high school in Kentucky.

The conclusions were given in

the three areas in which the questions were asked:
1.

Artistic quality of the drawings
a.

The pleasing structure of drawings produced by

students increased after the directed method of instruction was used.
The pleasing structure of drawings made by students after treatment
by permissive instruction remained the same as it was before
instruction.
b.

Students' use of details judged unique increased after

students were instructed by the directed method.

After permissive

instruction there were less unique details in drawings than in
drawings made before instructional treatment.
2.

Work patterns displayed by the students
a.

There was about the same amount of becinning

hesitancy after students were instructed by either meted.

About

one-third of th. students hesitated before beginning to draw.
Students taught by the permissive method hesitated longer than
those taught by the directed method_
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b. Students who had been taught by the direc
ted method
sttpped more often during drawing than did those
who were permissively
instructed.

The permissive students stopped longer than did
the

directed students.
3.

Interest level and satisfaction of the students
J.

Interest level of students to draw portraits was
high

after both instructional methods were experience
d.

Twice as many

students wanted to draw portraits as students who
did not want to
draw them.
b.

Most students taught by either method liked the

process of drawing the portrait, but a sligh
tly larger percentage
taught by the permissive method liked it.
c.

There was a difference in the expressed satisfacti
on

of the student with his product after one or
the other instructio_al
methods had been experienced.

More of the directed students were

dissatisfied and fewer were satisfied with
their products.

More of

the permissively taught students were satis
fied than were dissatisfied
with their products.

Recommendations
The study showed that, without disturbing the
regular
classroom situation, the micro-criteria appro
ach could be employed
by the art teacher to investigate a small defin
ite area of the
relation of the teaching role to the behavior
of students, and to
reach sore substantiated conclusions. Durin
g the course of the
investigation certain questions arose beyond
the scope of the study.
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It was thought that further study might reveal sore answers to the
following questions:
I.

Would replication of the investigation produce similar

findings?
2.

Would replication of the investigation using another

problem in art and using other media produce similar findings?
3.

What findings would investigation of other instructional

methods produce?
4.

Could a valid and reliable measuring instrument for easy

measurement artistic quality of art objects be developed?
It was recommended that a study to find answers to these
questions would be a worthy contribution by art educators of Western
Kentucky University.
It was also recommended that, in the event of studies being
made to answer the proposed questions, the findings be published for
the use of art teachers.

APPENDIX A
TEACHER'S SCRIPT USED IN SESSION ONE
Both Gro421
I will be instructing you in portrait drawing for four art
periods. That is, one period a week, on Wednesday mornings, for
four consecuti ,fe weeks beginning today.
Before we start to draw, let us do a little thinking and
discussing so that we all can have opportunity to ask any questions
and be sure about what we are doing.
To do drawing involves peculiar and almost unbelievable
processes going on in you and in me. I am making sounds called words.
They are verbal syrhols which mean approximately the same to you and
to me. Your ears receive the sounds and transmit them to your brain.
Your brain makes a decision and sends orders for a response. Right
now your brain is ordering your body to wait and listen for more
verbal symbols before acting. Our eyes, also, are sendino messages
to our brains. Right now most of your eyes are sending messages about
Ilie to your brains.
I ask you now to focus your attention on this model. Your
eyes are picking up information about how the model looks and are
sereng it to the brain. My next direction to you is
to record how
the model looks on the drawing paper. This is drawing. You are
making a symbol of this model. You will draw something which
expresses the model. You will try to draw so that someone looliing
at the drawing will know from it something about the model.
Ve are going to do portrait drawing, (write Portrait Crawinl
on blackboard). What is a portrait? Who will give us a definition?
How does the dictionary define it? A portrait is a pictur
e of a peraon
usually showino the face.
So, according to this definition, we must see the face. '
2ere
is the model.
e can see some of his face frori the side, part
and part front, or all front, depending upon our position in ron
to his position. In these four classes on portrait drawinr2
6.aw only front-view portraits. e will all draw the portra
thouoh each one of us were directly in front of the model.
will
do front-view portrait drawing (write Front-view on the blee'etoers..
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During these four weeks whe
n I will be teaching you front-vi
portrait drawing I want
ew
you to be looking for front-v
iew portraits and
I want you to be making dra
wings of people's faces. Get mem
your family or get your fri
bers of
ends to pose for you. Try to
which express your models.
mek
e drawings
Bring in your drawings.
I will be asking
you next week to show wet.t
know if you half( seen fro you have been doing. And. I u'll want to
nt-view portraits in books mag
aiines, or
hanging on walls.
Today, I want you to draw
a front-view portrait of this
Your ears have been receiv
rdel.
ing and sending to the bra
in these spoken
word symbols. Now your eye
s are receiving and sending to
visual information. Your
your brain
brain combines this informati
on with
knowledge from its files
and sends directinns to your
hand as to how
to make a syrbol on the pap
trying to get satisfied wit er. The brain will keep evaluating and
h the front-view portrait
sym
is trying to make on the
paper. No matter what your symbol your hand
when it is finished, you
bol is like
wil
have never made this pictur l be surprised by what you make, for You
will be a new and surprisin e before. Each picture that you will make
g experience.
General Directions for All
Sessions
Now, please letter your nam
e, the date, and class period
the bottom of the paper. Now
at
heg
in
to draw. This is a large pap
Please draw large upon it.
er.
Draw with crayons. If you sho
your drawing, get a new pap
uld spoil
er from the pile and leave
the old drawing
beside the pile. You will
have
minutes to make the drawing.
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APPENDIX B
TEACHER'S SCRIPT USED IN SESSION TWO
Both Groups

•

Today we will draw our second front-v
iew portrait. We have a
different model today. I have look
ed at all of the portraits which
you drew last week. Some of them
looked like or expressed the model
very well. Others did not expres
s him much. But, I enjoyed looking
at all of your drawings. I was surp
rised in seeing what interesting
drawings you were able to make.
You will find it easier to draw toda
y because you have had
experience in drawing at least one
front-view portrait. Some of you
may have been practicing. Will
you
or more portraits since last week. raise your hand if you drew two
Raise your hand if you drew one
portrait since last week. I wan
t to see your drawings. Please place
them on the teacher's desk so tha
t I may look at them. Has anyone
seen any front-view portraits sinc
e last week? Where?
Here is our model for today's dra
wing. How is this model
like the one which we drew last
week? How is this model different
from the one we drew last week?
group.)

(Give general directions and begi
n drawing in permissive

Directed Group

•

Today I will draw the front-view
portrait of the model with
you. I will demonstrate a method of
draw
ing
it. I want you to draw
as I draw and to follow directions.
We
will
try to make our drawings
look like the model. But, even
if our drawing fails to resemble the
model, it will be natural -looking
front-view drawing of a person.
(Demonstrate Wittman Portrait Veth
od shown in Appendix C.)
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APPENDIX C
WITTMAN PORTRAIT METHOD
1. Observe the shape of the
head. It is like a
football or large egg. Mak
e a light mark showing
where the top of the head wil
l be on your paper and
a light mark showing where
the bottom of the head
shape will be on your paper.

2. Carefully draw a light
outline of the heed
shape. Begin at middle top
and draw to chin on
right side. Then begin
at middle top and draw to
chin on left side. This
is the shape of the head
without hair.

3. Check the model's fac
e. See if you can get
the outline to more clo
sely resemble the shape of
the model's face.
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4. All of the features on the model's fac
e express
something about him, but the eyes are possib
ly the
most interesting and expressive features. The
y can
express liveliness, sleepiness, anger, pai
n, old age,
youth, attentiveness, dreaminess, etc
. They are
large, small, slanted, blue, brown, etc
. They may be
close together, far apart, not the sam
e size. So,
observe them carefully. First, whe
re are they
located? About halfway down on the
head. So, about
halfway down on the egg-shape draw
a light line across
the egg with our crayon (orange or
brown). What is
the shape of the eye? It is like
a little football.
Observe the length of the little foo
tballs. Would
they fit across the face five tim
es? Mark light dots
where the ends of the eyes will
be. Draw in the
shape of the eyes carefully. We
know that the eyeball is round and the iris is
round. But, notice
that the eyelid comfortably and
partially covers the
eyeball and the iris so that we
see the iris as a
half circle. Just the pupil in
the center of the eye
is round. Observe and copy the
crease in the eyelid,
the eyelashes, and the eyebrows
using brown or black
crayon. Color the iris.

5. Observe the location of the
bottom of the nose.
Is it halfway between the eye
s and the bottom of the
chin? Draw a light orange lin
e there. How shall we
draw the nose? About all we
can see from the front
are two very dark nose holes
and two curves of the
outside edge of the nostrils.
There are possibly two
other lines showing the sides
of the nose between the
eyes. Draw the nostril lines,
the shape of the nose
holes, and nose lines between
the eyes lightly with
brown crayon. Color the nos
e holes brown.

6. Where are the ears located?
Usually they are
on a line with the bottom of
the nose and the riddle
of the eyes. Observe and
make lioht marks on the
sides of the

head showing the location of the tcp
;-:nd
botto!-6 of the ears. Draw
the
your orange or brown crayon. shape of the ears with

SO
7. Observe the location of the
line between the
lips of the closed mouth. Is
it located about halfway from the bottom of the nos
chin? Draw a light line theree to the bottom of the
with the orange or
brown crayon. The mouth can
be expressive for it is
capable of movement. Also, mou
ths come in different
sizes and shapes. So, observ
e it carefully as a
means of expressing your model.
First, look at the
riddle line. It is not exactly str
aight. Draw it
rather dark with the brown. The
n look at the shape
of the upper lip. Look at the
lip. Draw these shapes lightl shape of the lower
y with the brown. Are
there little vertical lines bet
ween the botton of the
nose and the upper lip? Is
there a curved line below
the lower lip? Indicate the
se details with light
brown lines.
8. How wide is the neck? Is
it as wide as the
face? Observe and draw the
shape ef the neck. Draw
the shape of the shoulders and
details of clothing.

9. So far, this is a bal
d head. Observe the
shape of the hairline aro
und the edoes of the face.
Draw this shape in lightl
y with the crayon that is
most nearly the color of
most of the hair. Draw
lines locating any parts
combed in the hair and draw
the shape of any ornaments
in
of the hair by drawing crayon it. Draw the texture
lines in the direction
and pattern in which the
hair lays or is colited.

bl
10. MO will now try to make the picture
of the model look rounited or three-dimensional.
MO will do this by the use of plastic recession. This merely means to darken the forms
as they move further away and lighten the
forms that are nearer to you. Thu. -ince
the neck is further away from you • o is the
face, you will shade the whole necl, Arker
than the face, and shade the sides of the
neck darkest. Use your brown crayon on
side to do this so you can get a smooth its
blending and gradation of shading. Sha
de the
sides of the face darker than the middle of
the face, and make the nose lightest of all
because it comes forward. The edges of
lips come forward. Some areas are dark the
because the light is shut off. Shade
under
the nose, shade in the hollows around
the
eyes, shade the upper lip as it turns
under,
shade in the ears. The mass of the hai
r
should be darkened as it recedes and
as it
turns under. The mass of the should
ers should
be darkened as it recedes.

11. So far, the picture is beginnin
g to
look like a portrait of a human bei
ng, but it
is not colorful. Now use the crayon
s
to express the model in color. Apply you have
the skin
color smoothly. For the skin colo
r of a white
person use the orange crayon lightly.
For the
skin color of a dark-complected pers
on use the
brown crayon lightly. Do you see
some red
color in the face and lips? Use
the
red
crayon lightly and smoothly on
the cheeks,
lips, nose, forehead, ears, or whe
rever you
see pink (light red) color (A- l the
model's
skin. Study the hair color carefu
lly. There
will be several colors there. Use
these
colors in the drawing of the hair.
Try to
copy the pattern and color of the
details of
the clothing.
hat colors could you use in
the background and what things or
you draw in the background to exp lipes could
ress the
model?

APPENDIX D
TEACHER'S SCRIPT USED IN SESSION THREE
Both Grops
Today we will draw our third front-view port
-ait. How many of
you have seen a front-view portrait this week?
Did it look like the
portraits which you drew in class? How many
of you drew portraits
outside of class during thi past week? Did
your portraits look like
your model?
I have compared the portraits which you drew in
the first
session with those which you drew in the seco
nd session. Your second
drawings were better. In them you expressed the
model better, the
crayon was applied heavier, more kinds of text
ure was used, the
drawings were larger, some parts of the draw
ing went off the edge of
the paper, the backgrounds were more interest
ing. Try to make a better
picture today. Make the face the most inte
resting part of the picture.
Some questions to think about are:
1. Has man always made portraits? In looking in
art history
I found that portrait drawings were not made
much before the
Renaissance or the time of Christopher Columbuc.
Since then portraits
have been made frequently.
2. Why did man make portraits? A pertrait reco
rded how
someone looked. It was a status symbol to have
portraits of oneself,
one's family, or one's ancestors, for this
was an indication of
importance, security, wealth.
3. Why does man still make portraits? The reas
ons are still
the same. The invention of photography provided
a quick way to make a
portrait, but there is still a need for uniq
ue and pleasing hand drawn portraits.
(Give general directions and begin drawing in perm
issive group.
Demonstrate Wittman Portrait P.ethod in dire
cted group.)
_
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APPENDIX E
TEACHER'S SCRIPT USED IN SES
SION FOUR
Both Groups
Today we will draw our fourth
and last front-view portrait. In
each of the drawings already
mad
e,
you
have shown improvement
ability to draw an expressiv
e portrait of the model. I am exp in your
each of you to make an excell
ecting
ent drawing today. Practice
in observing
the model and recording what
and more confH ntly than you you see helps you to draw faster, better,
did before.
Make this your crowning achiev
ement as a front-view por
drawing. Make it a good exp
ression of the model and a pleasi trait
ng
picture.
(Repeat general directions.)
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Analyze and evaluate each picture for '.:se of six art principles.
Make a check in the appropriate rectangle under each principle for
each picture.

CHART FOR JUDGING PLEASING STRUCTURE
Group
Session
Judge No.

APPENDIX F
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APPENDIX G
VICK CHART FOR IDENTIFYING UNIQUENESS
Judge No.
.Session _Group__
Directions:
1. Each picture has an identifying number.
Each judge works alone.
2. Display pictures so all can be viewed at
one time.
3. Look at tyes on all of the pictures. If
rendering this item is noted, see how many timeany unusual style of
s this unusual style
appears in all of the drawings. If it appe
ars three times or less,
place the identifying number of the draw
ing or drawings on which it
appears in the appropriate rectangle. If
more than one number is
put down, draw a circle around the numbers
that identify the same
unique rendering in two or three pictures
.
4. Go through the above process for each
of the remaining eight
items on the chart.

Art Elerent Used Uniquely

Location of
Uniqueness
in Picture
1.

Eyes

2.
3.

Nose
Mouth

4.

Ears

5.

Neck

Line

Shape

6. Hair
7.

Clothing

8.

Background

9.

Face
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Value

Color

Texture

01
01

•

Mins
Began,
il Lost
1
i

Beginning
Hesitation

Told
1 to
Name of Subject! Begin

ti
i

Observer

Stop
Start

First

Period

Start

Second
Stop

Session

Stop
Start

Third

Work Stops

Date

More
Than
Start Four

Fourth
Stop

RECORD OF TIME WHEN SUBJECT IS NOT ACTIVELY DRAWING

APPENDIX H

Total
Mi nut's
Stopped
Total
Stops

...

APPENDIX I
QUESTIONNAIRE
Please answer three questions. Dra
w a circle around the
letter beside the answer which mos
t nearly describes how you feel
or felt about the drawing you did
today.
1.

How did you feel when you began the
drawing today?
a. I wanted very much to make the
drawing.
b. I wanted a little to make the
drawing.
c. I slightly didn't want to make
the drawing.
d. I hated to make the drawing.
e. Some other feeling. What feelin
g?

2.

How did you feel while you were mak
ing the drawing?
a. It was a lot of fun.
b. It was a little interesting.
c. It was boring.
d. I hated to make the drawing.
e. Some other feeling. What feeling?

3.

How do you feel about the drawing you
made today?
a. I like my drawing very much.
b. I like my drawing a little
.
c. I am a little disappointed in
my drawing.
d. I dislike my drawing very muc
h.
e. Some other feeling. What feelin
g?
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CHECK SHEET FOR OBSERVING EXPERIMENTAL TEACHER'S BEL7IOR
Observer

Session

Period

Date

School

Teacher Ima..2e Rating
Direction:

Place x in one square after each characteristic.
Rating
4

3

2
-••••.

Teacher Characteristic

Superior

Above Av.

Average

Poor

None

Enthusiasm
Pleasing facial expression
Attentive to all students
Prepared and confident
Attractive appearance
Speaks clearly
Total
Total.Rating score
6
Use of Prescribed Method
do?

When a student asked how to draw something, what did the teache
r
(Mark x to the left of (a) or (b) each time this occurs.)
(a).

The teacher told the student to look at the
model and decide how to draw it.

). The teacher explained or demonstrated how to
draw it.

•

APPENDIx K

TABULATION OF JUDGING

or

PLEASING STAUCTURf

Pre-Test
Judged "Av.
Picture

Subject

Post-Test

Better" by

Judged "Av. A Better" by
PicJudge
Judge 2
2 or 3 ture
or 3
2 3 judges
2
3 judges

Directed Group
G. Adams

No.

G. Callaway

No. 6
No. 10

B. Daniel
P. George

2

No. 11
No. 1
No.

2
3

x

No. 9
No. 4

No.

D. Mann
Do. Mann

No.

3

No. 6

J. Martin

No. 12
No. 8

No. 9
No. 4

No.

5

No.

1

No. 5 1 x
No. 8 1 x
No. 7 x

M. Melton
E. Phelps
W. Rickey
B. Toups

No. 10

No. 11
1-

Total=3

1

1

Total=6

Permissive Group
M. Allen

No.

G. Bryant

No. 13

C. Dawson

No.

9

No. 9
No. 10

D. Klusmeier

No.

7

No

R. Merideth

No. 10

J. Mews

No.

2

x

M. Ragland

No.

8

x

D. Riffer
J. Sprowl

No. 11

No. 11

No.

1

No.

V. Walker

No.

3

6

x

3

No. 13

x

x

x

1
Total=3
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No.

7

No.

4

X

X

X

1

X

X

X

1

X

X

X

1

3

No. 12

Total=3

APPENDIX L
TABULATION OF JUDGING OF "UNIQUENESS"
Number of Items Judged "Unique"
Directed
PreTest

Permissive

PostTest

PreTest

PostTest

Judge 1

41

28

43

23

Judge 2

11

48

19

22

Judge 3

5

4

13

4

Total

57

80

75

49

Average

19

26.67

25

16.33

APPENDIX M
TABULATIr% OF HESITANCY AND STOPS IN POST-TEST

Subject

Begin.
Hesit.
Mins.

Mins. in
Later Stops
1
2
3 4

Over
4
Stops

Total
Stop
Mins.

Total
Mins.
Lost

5
5
1

5
3
2

6
5
2

No. of
Stops

Directed Group (N=11)
C. A.
G. C.
B. D.
P. G.
D. M.
Do.M.
J. M.
M. M.
E. P.
W. R.
8.1.

xl
x2

xl
xl
x2

y2
xl

x0
xl

x2
xl

x
x

xl

x0
x0
xl

xll xO
xl x0
2 xl

x0

x

3
5
3

11
1
4

12
1
4

xl
x0
x0

xl
x0
x0

xl
xl
x0

xl

x

3
5
3

3
2

3
2

9

8

8

4

4

33

31

35

2
2
2
2
3
1
?

3
2
2
5
5
1
4

3
5
2
6
5
1
4

Total 3

Permissive Group (N=10)
M.
G.
C.
D.
J.
R.
M.
D.
J.
V.

A.
B.
D.
K.
M.
M.
R.
R.
S.
W.

x3
xl
x2

x2
xl
xl
x4
xl
xl
x2

,
xl
xl
xl
xl
x2

x2

x2

xl

xl
x2

xl

xl

xl

4
1

4
2

5
2

Total 4

9

7

2

0

19

28

33

(x) Indicated occurrence of hesitation or stop.
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APPENDIX N
ATTENDANCE OF SUBJECTS AT FOUR SESSIOits
Group A

Sessions
2 3 4

1

,0

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Gleda Adams
Gary Callaway
Barry Daniel
Pete George
David Mann
Donna Mann
Julia Martin
Mike Melton
Carmen Murphy
Elizabeth Phelps
Wanda Rickey
Becky Toups

xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
x x x
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx

Group B

Sessions
1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Mark Allen
Ernest Alexander
Toni Alpe
Debbie Bailey
Gil Biggers
Georgeanna Bryant
Larry Butts
Connie Dawson
Don Klusmeier
Rebecca Merideth
Jeff Mews
Joan Napier
Marsha Ragland
Debby Riffer
Jerry Sprowl
Virginia Walker

2

3 4

xxxx
x x
x *
x x *
x x x
x
x x *
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
x
x *
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx

*Student was dropped from N of the study be
present for all four sessions.

use he was not

APPENDIX 0
TABULATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE 17i
Directed

Permissive

Items
No.

%

No.

Interest Level
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I wanted very much to draw
I wanted a little to draw
I slightly didn't want to
I very much di'
''t want to
Some other feeling
Tctal

Satisfaction with Process
1. It Was a lot of fun
2. It was a little interesting
3. It was boring
4. I hated to make the drawing
5. Some other feeling

4'1

Total
A

Satisfaction with the Product
1. I like my drawing very much
2. I like my dr3wing a little
3. I am a little disappointed
4. r dislike my drawing very much
5. Some other feeling
Total

4
2
3
0
1
10

100.04

7
1
3
1
2
14

100.0%

3
4
1
0
2

30.0%
40.0%
10.0%
00.0%
20.0%

6
5
0
1
2

42.9%
35.7%
00.0%
7.1%
14.3%

10

100.0%

14

100.0%

1
2
3
2
2

10.0%
20.0%
30.0%
20.0%
20.0%

2
4
3
2
3

14.3%
28.6%
21.4%
14.3%
21.4%

10

100.0%

14

100.0%
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40.0%
20.0%
30.0(
00.0%
10.0%

•

50.0",
7.1°
21.4'c
7.1%
14.3%
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